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� Keynes Criticized Says law of market “Supply

creates its own Demand” He said that it is

true that supply creates its own demand for

goods because various factors of production

are employed in productive activities earns

income from it which again spent on goods

and services but it does not mean that whole

income received by the factors of production

will be spent on goods and services. If

entrepreneur do not invest equal to the

desire savings it will give rise to involuntary

unemployment in the economy.

Criticism of classical theory of
income and Employment:



� Keynes criticize classical theory especially the

views of Pigoue that a general cut in wages will

restore full employment in the economy.

According to Keynes a general fall in wages will

not bring about increase employment because

the reduction in wage will reduce aggregate

demand for goods. He say that only wage is not

the cost of production but also income of the

workers which constitute the whole production

when general cut in wage rate income of the

workers decline and it will leads to decline

aggregates demand it will decrease production

and then lobour will unemployed then before.

This will creates more unemployment rather

then reducing it.



� Classical economist used partial equilibrium

analysis which is true only individual firms it

does not apply a whole industry. It will not

valid for whole economy because general

wage cut will reduce the income of whole

economy because general wage cut will

reduced the income of the worker class and

as a result enough demand will not be

therefore, the output produced by the whole

economy. This deficiency in aggregate

demand will reduce demand for workers as a

result unemployment will spread many of

them.



          Conclusion:
� Say’s law is weak
�  Employment can not be increased by

general money wage cut.
�  Possibility of under-employment

equilibrium
� Absence of Automatic Adjustment
� Rejection of Laissez-faire policy
�  It ignores problems of short period.
�  Not based on empirical facts



� Supply does not create its demand

�  Self-adjustment is not possible.

�  Money is not neutral

�  Overproduction is possible.

�  Need of state intervention.

�  Saving and investment equality through

income



� Reference Book: Macroeconomics Theories

and Policies by Richard T Froyen
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